Algorithm for Determination of the Smoluchowski Radius
To calculate R s , a particle with a well described geometry is placed within a sphere of specified radius R outer whose center is the origin of the simulation domain, as shown in Figure   S1 . An inertialess Brownian walker is next placed randomly (uniformly distributed) on the surface of the outer sphere, and moved in a random direction, where the distance walker moves is determined as described in the first passage simulations of Torquato and coworkers [1] [2] . If, after moving, the random walker is a distance greater than R outer from the center of the simulation domain, the probability that the walker will not collide with the particle, P exc , i.e. the probability that it will travel an infinite distance from the particle surface, is calculated 3 . For hard sphere potentials P esc is given by the equation:
where R walker is the distance from the present walker location to the center of the simulation domain, and R walker > R outer. To determine whether the walker will travel an infinite distance from the particle, a uniformly distributed random variable between zero and one is calculated. If this number is less than P esc , the walker leaves the simulation domain, is counted as a noncolliding walker, and a new walker is placed randomly on the outer sphere surface. However, if it is determined that the walker will not escape, it is again placed on the outer sphere surface at a location determined from the surface location probability distribution, given for hard sphere interactions by: where θ is defined in Figure S1 , and ω is the probability distribution density for the location at which the walker returns to the surface. θ defines a circle on the outer sphere surface to which the walker returns. To identify the precise point to which the walker returns, the angle φ is sampled randomly from a uniform distribution, as once a θ value is identified all points on the circle are equally probable.
After returning to the surface of the outer sphere or if the walker is less than a distance R outer from the simulation domain center, the walker moves a first passage specified distance in a subsequent random direction. Provided that the walker remains a distance less than R outer from the simulation domain center, the walker continues to move randomly via first passage steps. If the walker reaches a distance less than a small critical value δ from any point on the particle surface (taken for the aggregrate spherical ensembles examined here as 0.1% of the radius of the primary spheres within the aggregate), it is assumed that a walker-particle collision will occur and the walker is counted as a colliding walker. Each random walker is either a non-colliding walker or a colliding walker, and after N NC non-colliding walkers and N C colliding walkers have been counted (where N = N NC + N C is sufficiently large), the Smoluchowski radius of the particle is calculated as:
Note that the results of this approach are independent of R outer provided that a sufficient number of walkers are examined and that the outer sphere completely encapsulates the particle. All R s calculations are performed dimensionlessly here, with the primary particle radius with examined aggregates taken as 1.0 and R outer scaled accordingly.
Figures S1. Visual representation of the algorithm used in calculation of the Smoluchowski radius for arbitrarily shaped particles.
